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Ask yourself some questions. 
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Branding



Let’s look at the number one example: Apple. 
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Branding

 
Why?	  

At	  Apple,	  we	  believe	  in	  challenging	  the	  status	  
quo,	  we	  believe	  in	  thinking	  differently.	  Making	  
a	  dent	  in	  the	  universe.	  

How?	  
To	  challenge	  the	  status	  quo	  at	  Apple,	  we	  make	  
sure	  our	  products	  are	  all	  beauAfully	  designed,	  
simple	  to	  use,	  and	  user-‐friendly.	  

What?	  
Sell	  computers,	  laptops,	  cell	  phones,	  tablets	  
that	  are	  highly	  stylized	  and	  consumer	  friendly.	  

	  



Workshop Moment!
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Who are your customers? 
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UNDERSTANDING	  YOUR	  TARGET	  AUDIENCE	  
Defining	  the	  target	  is	  the	  most	  important	  step	  of	  any	  markeAng	  endeavor.	  

Ask	  yourself:	  

-‐  Who	  is	  the	  ideal	  customer?	  

-‐  What	  customers	  do	  you	  not	  want?	  

-‐  Where	  are	  your	  customers?	  

Target



Who are your customers? 
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UNDERSTANDING	  YOUR	  TARGET	  AUDIENCE	  
Get	  a	  clear	  mental	  image	  of	  this	  person.	  Ask	  yourself,	  in	  general…	  

-‐  What	  is	  the	  target’s	  gender?	  

-‐  What	  is	  the	  target’s	  age?	  

-‐  What	  is	  the	  target’s	  educaAon	  level?	  

-‐  What	  is	  the	  target’s	  household	  income?	  

-‐  What	  websites	  is	  this	  person	  most	  likely	  to	  visit?	  

Target



Workshop Moment!
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COMMUNITY	  OUTREACH	  
-‐  Networking	  

-‐  Industry	  bloggers	  
-‐  Trade	  shows	  

-‐  Local	  community	  events	  (i.e.	  5K	  runs)	  

-‐  Concert	  booths	  

What’s the best way to make all this official? Write it down! 
Marketing Plan
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PAID	  ADVERTISING	  
-‐  Google	  AdWords	  

-‐  Special	  interest	  publicaAons	  
-‐  Email	  sponsorships	  

-‐  Ad	  networks	  
-‐  Public	  transportaAon	  ads	  
-‐  Radio	  ads	  (i.e.	  Pandora,	  SpoAfy,	  I	  Heart	  Radio)	  
-‐  Mobile	  app	  adverAsing	  

 Where could you spend your marketing dollars? 
Marketing Plan
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INBOUND	  MARKETING	  
-‐  Search	  Engine	  OpAmizaAon	  (SEO)	  

-‐  Social	  Networking	  
-‐  Blogging	  

-‐  Email	  MarkeAng	  

-‐  AnalyAcs	  

 

What’s the best way to reach out to the target? 
Marketing Plan



Automate the process as much as possible. 
Social Media
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Make	  social	  media	  work	  for	  you.	  
No	  ma\er	  who	  is	  responsible	  for	  social	  media,	  working	  smarter	  will	  save	  a	  

lot	  of	  Ame.	  

-‐  Write	  a	  chunk	  of	  posts	  ahead	  of	  Ame.	  

-‐  IdenAfy	  the	  credible	  sources	  to	  share/retweet/pin.	  

-‐  Schedule	  posts.	  



Which tools make this marketing stuff much easier? 
Social Media
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Use	  tools	  to	  make	  social	  media	  easier.	  
-‐  Schedule	  Facebook	  posts	  in	  advance.	  



Which tools make this marketing stuff much easier? 
Social Media
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Use	  tools	  to	  make	  social	  media	  easier.	  
-‐  Schedule	  social	  networking	  in	  advance.	  



Which tools make this marketing stuff much easier? 
Social Media
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Use	  tools	  to	  make	  social	  media	  easier.	  
-‐  Schedule	  social	  networking	  in	  advance.	  



What is it? 

Search Engine Optimization
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•  Marketing discipline with technical and creative elements.	


•  Improves rankings, drive traffic, and increase awareness in 
search engines. 	


•  Makes websites awesome for people. 	

	




Is it as important as people make it out to be? 

Why?
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Use search first to find services or products	


Of frozen donor egg sales are patient-driven	




If your customers loved chocolate would you focus on vanilla? 

Search Market Share
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Global vs. Local
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*	  

Who are you targeting? 

•  Search is split into global and 
local results.	

	

•  Local SEO takes different 
factors into account (proximity 
to searcher, consistency across 
the internet, Google setup, etc.) 	


•  Local results are referred to as the “pack” and include local 
business information and the map.	

	




What does Google think about your setup? 

Onsite
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What does Google think about your setup? 

Onsite
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•  Setup	

	

•  Coding	

	

•  Valuable content on a regular basis	

	

•  How content relates to search	


Your website is crawled and inspected regularly.	

	




What’s everyone else saying about you? 

Offsite
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Offsite SEO refers to the factors Google takes into account when 
interpreting how the rest of the internet feels about your website. 	

	

If many other websites link to you, Google takes this as a good 
indicator that you have a valuable website.	




Search Rankings
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How visible are you? 

Google ranks your website 
with all other websites 
based around each search 
term. 	

	

Where your website falls 
on the search engine result 
page (SERP) is your rank 
for that keyword.	




The internet’s structure and how Google navigates it 

How?
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Think Fast 

Pop Quiz
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Which of the following does NOT influence search results? 	


a)  How old a domain is	

b)  How engaged the following on social media is 	

c)  How much is spent on AdWords	

d)  How many people come to  a website	

	




Sounds complicated, because it is. 

The Algorithm
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•  Automated assessment of 
websites.	


•  A formula created to measure 
the quality of websites by 
examining multiple factors.	


•  Panda, Penguin, and Pigeon	

	

	




Algorithm Factors
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Did you just say 200? 

There are over 200 factors that 
Google takes into account when 
assessing SEO. 	

	

Google adjusts and updates the 
algorithm constantly.	

	

Not all factors are confirmed by 
Google in order to prevent 
exploitation. 	




Think Fast 

Pop Quiz
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You want to create a new web page to outline your new 
business service. What would be the best way? 	


a)  Designing a beautiful image outlining the service and using 
that as the content. 	


b)  Creating a page with only text and including as many 
keywords as possible. 	


c)  Using a few short and concise sentences not to clutter the 
page	


d)  Including images and structured text that give a clear picture 
of your service	


	




Black Hat vs. White Hat
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Every world has heroes and villains  

Image: Inbound marketing inc. 	




Optimization and Maintenance
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Not so secret formula 

The key to being successful is simple. 	

	

•  Work to properly optimize your website	

•  Build and maintain relevancy to ranking factors	

•  Continuously create valuable content	

•  Adjust to any changes or updates from Google	


How is this done?	




Audits
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Let’s take a look under the hood 

Taking an in-depth look at your website can give valuable insight as 
to how SEO optimization can be improved. 	


Structure Content Code Design



Competitive Analysis
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Everyone else is doing it, shouldn’t we? 

Having a clear picture of the competitive landscape will show 
where to focus your efforts first. 	

	

Looking at what keywords and content strategy your competitors 
are (or are not) utilizing will help share your SEO strategy.	




People actually search for that? 

Keyword Research
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Keyword research is one of the most essential pieces of the SEO 
puzzle. 	


Define 
business 

objectives
Discover 
keywords 

Assess 
monthly 
searches

Assess 
competition 

to rank

Implement 
keywords in 

strategy



Backlink Evaluation
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Not all attention is wanted attention 

•   When another website links to your website	

	

•   Positive or negative based on the website linking to you.	


•   Evaluating existing backlinks and monitoring new backlinks will 
ensure that your website is not being effected negatively. 	




That’s quite the collection you have there 

Earning Links
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In factors correlating to high rankings, backlinks are high on the 
list. There are multiple ways to build links but the most effective 
are:	

	

•   Working to have your website is listed in reputable directories 	

•   Earning links from the content of your website. 	

	

	




Creating Content
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Give them something they can’t resist! 

Content marketing is becoming more and more important when 
it comes to a solid SEO strategy.	

	

By providing valuable content that others want to read and 
share, you will build backlinks organically. 	

	

This is what Google ultimately promotes with updates to Panda 
and Penguin  	




By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail 

Preparing for Updates
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Be proactive about SEO. 	

	

If an update is announced that may effect you, it is best to move 
quickly.	

	

Continue to add more optimized content to your website via 
pages or a blog. 	




Wait there’s more?! 

Much More!
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We covered a few of the core ways to be successful with SEO. 	

	

Over 200 ranking factors to take into account when looking at 
search.	

	

	




Workshop Moment!
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Contact Information
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Nicole Skuba, CEO 
BlueTreeDigital 

nskuba@bluetreedigital.com 
703.651.2950 



Thank you!
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